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Spatial sound is useful in enhancing immersion and presence of the user in a virtual world. This 
audio design allows the game designer to place audio cues that appropriately match with the 
visual cues in a virtual game environment. These localized audio cues placed in a story based 
game environment also help to evoke an emotional response from the user and construct the 
narrative of the game by capturing the user’s attention towards the guiding action events in the 
game. Our thesis explores the usefulness of spatial sound for improving the performance and 
experience of a user in a virtual game environment. Additionally, with the help of the relevant 
subjective and objective inferences collected from a user study conducted on three different 
evaluation models, the thesis also analyzes and establishes the potential of spatial sound as a 
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Virtual Reality (VR) leverages our cognitive and perceptual abilities to provide immersive 
experiences that recreate both the visual and aural elements of real spaces with a high degree 
of realism. This makes Virtual Reality a suitable delivery platform for conveying narratives 
through games and films [9]. In a virtual game environment, due to the interactive ability with 
the gameplay elements and infinite field of view allowing the user to explore the space, it is 
possible to get lost in the environment. Therefore, appropriate visual and audio cues could be 
embedded in the game environment that can evoke the underlying narrative, direct the viewer’s 
attention towards the elements in the game space for construction of the narrative and 
ultimately help to achieve complete immersion while preserving the interactivity of the game 
space [10].   
 
Visual graphics in a game lay the foundation for replicating the imagery in the narrative, 
however, this illusion is believable only when appropriate sound cues, consistent with the 
geometry of the virtual environment are embedded in the game space [1]. Spatial sound offers 
a naturalistic hearing environment and is now ubiquitously used in a plethora of Virtual Reality 
applications, however, it is an ongoing debate on its seeming usefulness and contribution to 
achieving enhanced immersion [11]. Furthermore, although the idea of using visuals and audio 
as a storytelling tool in a virtual game environment has been suggested, not much has been 
specified about using spatial sound as a predominant influence in conveying the narrative in a 
virtual game environment [8].  
 
This is a preliminary study that contributes to the field of spatial audio by examining its 
effectiveness at a fundamental level and consequently determine the need for further 
investigation in the same. The primary goal of this work is to evaluate the impact of spatial 
sound on a user in a virtual environment and quantify from the results, the efficacy of spatial 
sound and its contribution to increased immersion. The secondary goal is to analyze and 
establish the significance of spatial sound as a storytelling tool in a virtual game environment. 
Our approach includes a user study on three different evaluation models of a puzzle based 
Virtual Reality game. Each evaluation model differs from the other only with respect to the 
audio in the game space. The user study was conducted individually with 36  participants 






model. The dataset was collected by considering the participant’s subjective experience with 
the evaluation model via a questionnaire consisting of multiple questions to measure the 
efficacy of sound, delivery of narrative and thresholds of immersion. Additionally, task 
performance time, for our purpose, the time taken to solve the puzzle, was used as an objective 
measure to relate to the subjective measures for establishing reliable results that satisfy our 
research goals.  
 
2. Background  
 
In this section, we lay the groundwork for our project by describing the literature on sound 
localization, Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF), spatial audio in a virtual environment 
and point out the recently developed platforms for supporting the same. We then shed some 
light on the current trend of storytelling in Virtual Reality, a relatively unexplored and novel 
domain. Last, we introduce the spatiality aspect of virtual games spaces that incorporates 
storytelling potential.  
 
2.1 Sound Localization 
Spatial audio exploits the concept of sound localization in which a listener using headphones 
can identify the location of the sound source in both direction and distance [23]. Sound 
localization leverages the different mechanisms used by human auditory system such as time, 
level and intensity differences between the left and the right ear, spectral information, timing 
analysis and pattern matching [23].  Human beings localize sound in three dimensions. The 
directional localization includes detecting if sound is coming from the left, right, front and 
back. Lateral localization includes if the sound is coming from the left or the right depending 
on the either the difference in the arrival of the sound between the two ears or the difference 
between the volume of sound between the two ears. However, it is difficult to detect if the 
sound is coming from the front or the back since the time and level differences could be zero. 
Therefore, the human auditory system relies on spectral modifications of sound caused by the 
head and body to correctly localize the sound coming from front and back. The spectral 
modifications are the filters and reflections of sound on interaction with the geometry of the 
human body. Distance localization considers the loudness, initial time delay, motion parallax 






2.2 Head Related Transfer Function 
The role of audio in a general sense within a large environment with speakers differs 
significantly from its role in a Virtual Reality environment with Head mounted displays and 
headphones. In Virtual Reality, the ability to track the user’s head orientation and position 
helps to foster the audio technology further. Additionally, acoustic isolation in headphones 
contributes to increased presence and immersion in virtual worlds. Audio can be rendered in 
different ways in Virtual Reality. Ambient sound is the simplest form of rendering audio. This 
audio form is single channel and does not convey any directional or distance information. The 
next audio format is the stereo format which allows user to perceive sound differently in the 
left and the right ear. Stereo sound is successful to convey the positional information along the 
azimuth but fails to convey the positional information along the elevation. A more sophisticated 
version is 3D or spatial audio that aims to simulate a natural hearing environment [19].  
 
For accurate spatialization of sound, Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) is used. Head 
Related Transfer Function (HRTF), is a response that characterizes how the ear perceives a 
sound from a point in space [24]. A person’s HRTF measurement rely on the sound’s direction, 
elevation, distance and frequency [21]. Sounds interact with the geometry of our body 
producing different effects which forms the basis of HRTFs. First, we need to capture the 
HRTF of a person and then apply it to localize the sound. We can capture HRTF of every 
individual and ideally, every person can possess a customized HRTF data based on the 
geometry of their head and ears, however, in reality this is not a practical approach. A generic 
HRTF dataset along with head tracking can prove as an appropriate reference set in most 
situations. Once we have the HRTF set, we can then apply the HRTF to the sound source to 
make it appear from the desirable direction. In simple words, HRTF is applying time-domain 
convolution to filter an audio signal to sound like it is coming from a specific direction. 
Additionally, since the geometry of the head is considered to capture the HRTF, it is essential 
to use headphones when performing spatialization [25].  
 
2.3 Spatial audio in Virtual Reality 
Immersive experiences empower the user to be transported into an alternate reality provided 
the high-end realistic visuals are supported by equally immersive audio cues [1]. Spatial audio, 
a combination of object-based sound sources and binaural rendering, enables sound cues to be 






to adjust dynamically to the user’s environmental location and direction in the virtual space 
[2]. The spatial 3D soundscape contributes to a compelling narrative construction resulting in 
the creation of interactive games, film, and multimedia [3]. These localized audio cues aid in 
directing the viewers’ attention towards the important elements of the narrative, improve user-
interaction with the environment and catalyze the degree of realism. [4]. Some content 
platforms that support spatial audio are YouTube, Facebook 360 Spatial Workstation, Google 
VR Audio System and Samsung VR. There also exist tools such as Steam Audio that offer 
advanced audio solutions to tackle spatial sound for immersive experiences [2]. Steam Audio 
plugin is supported for Unreal Engine version 4.20 or higher [34]. Oculus Audio SDK can be 
integrated with Unreal Engine 4, to create an immersive audio experience [35].  
 
2.4 Storytelling in Virtual Reality 
The world and the sound design in a virtual environment should focus on the creation of a high 
degree of immersion that enforces complete user participation and administers a sense of 
presence in the narrative [5]. The story ideally manifests as the user interacts with the visual 
and aural elements embedded in the environment resulting in the formation of the core of the 
narrative [6]. Spatial sound plays a primary role in a loosely-structured narrative design but is 
often treated as a secondary factor influencing the measure of engagement of the user in the 
environment. Sound cues located in different scenarios of a narrative help in commanding the 
visual focus of the user towards elements that convey the theme of the story and potentially 
guide the user through the virtual environment [7]. One of the recent examples of storytelling 
in Virtual Reality is, Henry experience, a 2015 virtual reality story created by Oculus Story 
Studio using Unreal Engine. It considers the dynamic relationship between the environment 
space and sound, and uses evocative spatial sound cues to deliver an immersive acoustic 
experience [2]. 
 
2.5 Narrative Architecture in Game Design 
Traditionally, games emphasize the interactivity element while environmental storytelling 
demands the complete attention of the viewer limiting interactivity to avoid losing out on 
important information of the story. Henry Jenkins establishes a middle ground by introducing 
the spatiality aspect that aims to incorporate narration in game design while keeping the 






localized manner, in the environment. The game space evokes the theme of the story by 
embedding familiar, suggestive and thematic visual and sound cues in the physical space while 
allowing the user to reconstruct the story as he interacts with these elements [8]. 
 
3. Related Work 
 
To the best of our knowledge, potential of spatial sound to enhance storytelling in virtual game 
environment has not been covered in existing academia, however, following are the two studies 
that were conducted in the effect of spatial audio on immersion and presence in immersive 
environments domain. We have also included how our study differs from the below-mentioned 
approaches towards measuring immersion and presence in virtual environments due to 
integration of spatial sound.  
 
In [17], Sandra Poeschl et Al. conducted an experimental study that presented an analysis of 
the effect of spatial sound vs no- sound display on the presence, experienced in a 3D virtual 
scene. They found out that spatial sound has a medium to strong effect on experiencing higher 
levels of presence in a virtual environment. The hypothesis of this experiment was that an 
immersive virtual environment with integrated spatial sound leads to higher feelings of 
presence than an immersive virtual environment without sound. The evaluation model was a 
virtual 3D scene depicting a forest clearing from a first-person perspective. A virtual walker 
was also placed in the scene behind the participant’s position. The virtual walker was attributed 
to performing certain tasks that involved walking past the participant and sneezing at certain 
intervals during the course of his walk. There were two evaluation models, one with spatial 
sound which included all the sounds, a total of 10 virtual sound sources, evoking the forest 
environment and the sounds emitted by the walker relative to the position of the participant. 
The no sound model relied only on the virtual display. There was no task involved in this 
experimental activity, however, the participant was allowed to explore the virtual environment. 
Slater-Usoh-Steed [18] questionnaire along with some questions on audio perception was used 
to measure the presence in the environmental setup. All the participants experienced both 
evaluation models in a sequential manner which included filling out the questionnaire after 
experiencing each evaluation model. This study had its limitations, first, the experimental 
activity did not include any task. Second, a within-subject design was used allowing the 






same. In contrast, a between-subject design could have led to different results and a more 
realistic estimation.  
 
Our study presents an experimental study on the same premise, however, the evaluation 
strategy involves a task-oriented experimental activity on different evaluations models with 
varying soundscapes. Immersion is a quantitative variable that can be measured, therefore, with 
the help of comprehensive questionnaires for a between-subject design, we plan to measure 
immersion rather than measuring presence.  
 
In [19], Jacob Junker Larsen and Mark Pilgaard conduct a study that focuses on effect of 3D 
audio on player’s level of immersion in a virtual game environment. Immersion was measured 
with the help of questionnaires, phasic electrodermal activity and heart rate variability. In this 
study, participants were ask to play a game which involved several horrific auditory stimuli 
either rendered with stereo or 3D audio. The questionnaires failed to reveal any significant 
differences in level of immersion, however, significant results were derived from the phasic 
electrodermal activity response. Therefore, this study indicated that 3D audio could induce 
higher level of immersion at a sub conscious level compared to stereo, however, the 
authenticity of this result was suspected by the authors due to 3D audio observed to be having 
a relatively higher sound intensity.  
 
Unlike this [19] study, our study does not investigate the physiological responses for players 
in a virtual game environment and exclusively relies on subjective and objective responses of 
the players. Also, our study investigates a range of evaluation models rather than a binary 
evaluation. Though the experimental activity involved a task, unlike our study, sound was not 
used as an assistance to complete the task. In this study, a within-subject design was followed 
unlike our study which includes a between-subject design. Last, unlike our study since [19] are 
investigating a physiological response and do not have any other measure for extracting a 
participant’s background, they are following a within-subject design for their experiment 
wherein the participants are subjected through both the evaluation models.  
 
In the experimental study conducted in [7], a virtual heritage project was setup to convey a 
story using interactive virtual environment. Sound was not a part of the original project; 
however, sound was added to enhance the virtual experience. The use of newly added spatial 






each other with respect to presence of sound in the environment. The principle variable of 
measurement was the time spent with exploring the evaluation model and this experimental 
activity did not involve any task. The user study followed a between-subject design. It was 
concluded from the study that the model with spatial sound had an enhanced immersive effect 
and was more entertaining. Accurate localization of sound is achieved by expensive external 
hardware, therefore the conclusions of the study suggest that spatial sound may not be a very 
cheap substitute of high end graphics. The study hints at using a simple non-spatial audio 
implementation to bring out similar results, thereby, reducing the computation war between the 
graphics and the audio performance. 
 
Unlike the experimental study discussed above [7], our study’s experimental activity is goal-
oriented in a game environment wherein sound is used to complete the sequential actions in 
the task of the game. Also, our study aims at understanding if sound helped in evoking the 
theme of the environment and guide the user in completing the task thereby helping the 
participant to construct the narrative. Additionally, instead of evaluating the importance of a 
particular soundscape, our evaluation models consider different soundscapes which could be a 
potential alternative to using a complete spatial audio soundscape.    
 
4. Problem Statement and Hypothesis 
 
4.1 Research Questions 
The influence of spatial sound on immersion had been implied in a general context but the need 
of incorporating spatial audio in a virtual environment had not been debated until now. The 
debate that came up in the 2018 Game Developers Conference in San Francisco, CA, among 
the creatives of the game industry was whether a designer, developing immersive experiences 
has a choice between using spatialized audio and 2D audio for creating immersive 
environments. Moreover, the performance of spatial audio and its use in solving puzzles was 
also deliberated in this debate (pers. com. Elizabeth Goins).  
 
On further research in this area, it was found that spatial audio is vulnerable to encountering 
the “Uncanny Aural Valley” in Virtual Reality, an audio equivalent of “Uncanny Valley” 






Mashiro Mori in 1970, to describe a sharp dip in emotional response when an animate figure 
tries to, but fails in being human-like [36]. Similarly, the Uncanny Aural Valley is using spatial 
audio to provide a realistic simulation of audio in the environment, however, even a subtle 
discrepancy in the sound could evoke a negative emotional response from the user. Therefore 
Rumsey concluded that instead of using spatial audio to reproduce the naturalistic sound with 
minute yet dicey imperfections, it would be better to choose a stylized audio environment that 
enhances and exaggerates the sounds in the space [11]. Another aspect that questions the 
necessity of spatial audio, is the need for increased computation to process spatial audio, 
resulting in an unfavorable competition for allocation of resources between audio and video 
rendering at run-time. Therefore, a designer needs to make certain choices that allow to strike 
a perfect balance between the video and audio quality that ultimately satisfies the immersion 
threshold [12].  
 
These above-mentioned insights lead to the question of whether sonic realism, although 
significant, is really necessary for developing immersive experiences thereby offering the 
designer an audio-related choice during the development of immersive worlds [11].  
 
Considering the need for interactivity in a virtual environment, the requirement for games and 
stories is largely conflicting [16]. Development of a compelling story depends on the complete 
attention of the viewer towards the key events that unfold as the story progresses. If the virtual 
environment through which the story is being conveyed is interactive and explorable, the 
viewer may get distracted and lost in the virtual world thereby losing track of the story. In 
contrast, games emphasize user participation and exploration in the virtual environment 
thereby making it difficult to embed a narrative in the game environment. However, as Henry 
Jenkin mentions, both games and stories can co-exist effectively by using the spatiality aspect 
of the game environment to convey the underlying narrative [8].  
 
Along with existing visual cues, we propose that spatial sound cues can also be embedded in 
the environment to evoke and construct the narrative thereby making spatial sound a powerful 










The hypothesis of our first research question is that the evaluation model with the spatial audio 
soundscape will perform better than the other soundscapes. In contrast, we expect the 
soundscape with ambient sound to perform the poorest. The evaluation model with both spatial 
and ambient sound could be confusing and may not evoke any emotional response from the 
participant and could also distract the user from the guiding sound source. However, depending 
on the participant behavior and perception of sound, it could also work otherwise, rendering it 
as an optimal sound test case. The hypothesis for our second research question is that spatial 
audio helps to construct the narrative and evoke fear, thereby proving to be a powerful 
storytelling tool in a virtual environment. 
 
Accordingly, the three hypotheses of this experiment are  
1. Spatial sound helps the user in solving the task faster. 
2. Spatial sound helps to achieve total immersion and provide the best experience.  
3. Spatial sound evokes an emotional response from the user and helps him to construct the 
story thereby successfully acting as a storytelling tool in a virtual game environment. 
 
5. Design and Implementation 
 
5.1 Hardware and Accessories 
The hardware setup for the experiment includes using HTC Vive Virtual Reality headset and 
motion tracked handheld Vive controllers to interact and participate in the virtual environment. 
The user was confined to a limited area around the computer but had free range of motion 
within the area. The sound was heard through headphones attached to the HTC Vive Virtual 
Reality headset. 
 
5.1.1 HTC Vive Headset 
HTC Vive is a Virtual Reality headset developed by HTC and Valve Corporation [27]. A 
virtual reality headset enables the wearer to experience Virtual Reality. The headset generally 
comprises of stereoscopic head mounted display wherein separate images are provided for both 
eyes, stereo sound and head motion tracking sensors [28]. The refresh rate of the HTC Vive 
headset is 90Hz and it has a 110 degree field of view. The display resolution of the two OLED 






5.1.2 HTC Vive Controllers 
The controllers comprise of a trackpad, grip buttons, and a dual stage trigger to interact and 
explore the environment [27].  
 
5.1.3 HTC Vive Base Stations 
The HTC Vive Virtual Reality system uses room-scale technology. It allows the users to freely 
move about in a play area by monitoring the movement of the player with the help of two 
tracking stations placed at opposite corners of the room near the ceiling. The HTC Vive Base 
stations are also known as the Lighthouse tracking system. These are two black boxes that 
create a 360 degree virtual space up to 15x15 foot radius. The base stations emit infrared pulses 
that are picked up by the controllers and headset [27]. 
 
5.1.4 Headphones 
Audio was heard through the AUDSOM Lightweight Over-Ear Wired HiFi Stereo 
Headphones. It is fitted with a universal 3.5mm jack, which was compatible with NeoMusicia 
VIVE audio jack connected to the HTC VIVE headset [29].   
 
5.2 Software 
The software setup for the experiment includes SteamVR for supporting HTC Vive and Unreal 
Engine 4 for developing the evaluation model.  
 
5.2.1 SteamVR 
SteamVR is a Virtual Reality platform developed by Valve as an extension of Steam. Steam is 
the Virtual Reality App Store for SteamVR and HTC Vive. It is one of the largest curator and 
distributor of games, software and applications to both VR devices and PC, Mac, Linux and 
SteamOS. SteamVR provides a 360 degrees, full room VR experience [30].  
 
5.2.2 Unreal Engine 4 (v. 4.16.3) 
Unreal Engine is a game engine developed by Epic Games. Unreal Engine 4 was released in 
2014. Alongside providing highest quality VR experience, it also provides a revolutionary 
Unreal Audio Engine which has built-in functionality for tailoring spatialization and 
attenuation properties for audio cues. Steam Audio is offers advanced spatialization solution 






5.3 Virtual Environment 
A puzzle based Virtual Reality Game, Charlotte, designed by Professor Elizabeth Goins [20] 
from the Department of Visual Arts and Performing Arts, was used as the evaluation model for 
our experiment. Charlotte is based on the story “The Yellow Wallpaper”, written by Charlotte 
Perkins Gilman, that portrays the history and culture of 19th century women, and the game is 
designed to evoke the theme of the same [32].  
 
5.3.1 Concept 
The game is a psychological horror door puzzle set in a haunted mansion and the main narrative 
manifests as the user constructs the key events that ultimately help her to reach the final 
destination. The key events include passing through different rooms via doors that can be 
opened and closed by interacting with the appropriate switch located in the room. There exists 
a white colored switch for opening the door and a red colored switch for closing the door. On 
pressing the appropriate switch, the user is guided towards the direction of the door with the 
help of spatial sound cue attached to the door that signifies the opening or closing action. The 
switches are located in random locations on the walls in the space, thereby directing the viewer 
to explore the space.  
 
The end goal is to reach the music room with a piano and “end of task” message rendered on 
the screen.  
 
5.3.2 Gameplay Elements 
The environment is carefully designed to evoke the narrative, therefore, the visual and audio 
























The general lighting of the level is dark, principally to complement the genre of the puzzle. 
The dimmed lighting also makes it difficult for the player to look, thereby throwing weight on 
the sound design to act as a guide in the environment. Additionally, dimmed lighting also gives 
ample space for sound design to create a major impact due to the players inability to distinctly 
view the environment.  
  
Switches 
The switches in the game are intended to open and 
close the doors. Touching a white colored switch 
opens the corresponding door and touching a red 
colored switch closes the door. The action event on the 
switch is activated only once and if the switch is 
interacted with subsequently, no action event occurs. 
Therefore, if no action event takes place on interaction 
with the switch, it is to be assumed that the event 
has already taken place or the event does not exist. 
The switches are located at the same height on the walls of the rooms. Furthermore, the 
switches are not located beside the corresponding door, thereby giving possibility of exploring 
the space with the goal of finding the switch.  
 
Ghosts 
The ghost sprites were placed at random locations in the environment. The ghost whispering 
was spatialized and triggered only from a certain distance. Both the visuals and the audio of 
whispering women helped catalyze the level of fear and largely contributed to the eeriness of 
the gameplay.  
Figure 2: Dining Room Lighting 
Figure 3: Switch for 
Opening the Door 
Figure 4: Switch for 







The doors in the game personify the action event of the puzzle. The 
primary event is to find the location of these doors. Each door has an 
opening sound cue and a corresponding closing sound cue. The 
doors are entrances to different rooms in the puzzle. The algorithm 
to solve the puzzle is identifying the location of the door and 
progressing in the game by repeating the same until the final room 
is reached.  
 
 
5.4 Implementation Details 
5.4.1 Virtual Reality Template Support   
The original game was built without the Virtual Reality template support, therefore, the first 
step in the implementation was to migrate the project to the latest version of Unreal Engine 4. 
After encountering numerous issues with the latest versions, Unreal Engine version 4.16.3 was 
used which was relatively stable and provided the required Virtual reality template features 
support. Motion Controller Teleportation was used to locomote in the environment, therefore, 
navigation meshes were setup in the room, that validate the player’s play area in the 





Figure 6: Door Switch Blueprint 






After migrating the project to Unreal Version 4.16.3 for the Virtual Reality template support, 
the activation and deactivation events of door on pressing the switches function had 
malfunctioned. Therefore, the connections had to be reestablished in the opening and closing 
switch blueprint, Door_switchOpen_BP and Door_switchClose_BP. Tag was used to identify 
the motion controller component. Eventually, the new script triggers the respective door 
activation or deactivation event by identifying if the “hand” component tag is overlapping with 
the switch box. If the condition is true, it calls the activation or deactivation event in, Door_BP, 




Figure 7: Door Blueprint 
The volume and pitch multiplier for door opening sound cue and door closing sound cue was 
increased in the Door_BP, Door blueprint for a further pronounced effect of the door sound. 
For one of the test cases, not all doors had a uniformly attenuated sound cue. Therefore, 
attenuation variable was referenced externally in order to modify it from the interface. Lastly, 
some of the far-place triggers required to check if the door was open or closed, therefore 
appropriate Boolean variable was set accordingly to check for the same.  
 
Level Blueprint 
The existing level blueprint of the game was modified to add more sound triggers and break 






discussed in the following Soundscape Design section. Functionality to destroy blocking 
volumes at run time was also added in the Level Blueprint. Further details on the same will be 
discussed in the Discussions section.  
 
Sound Attenuation Asset 
 
 
Three sound attenuation assets were used to represent attenuation properties for events created 
for the same purpose. Three different sound events exist in the game which will be further 
discussed in the following Soundscape Design section.  
Figure 8: Door Sound Attenuation Asset Figure 9: Trigger Sound Attenuation Asset 






5.4.3 Soundscape Design   
Charlotte, designed by Professor Goins in 2016, originally had three separate narratives 
forming a comprehensive historical experience. However, the main story arc, the door puzzle, 
was extracted and the environment was tailored as per our needs. The primary goal was to rid 
the experience of all visual interactions and enrich the soundscape in order to focus the attention 
of the user onto the sounds exclusively. After considering the principal variables the study was 
evaluating, three sound cue categories were introduced which would be moderated as required. 
 
1. Door Sounds 
Door sounds are the sound cues for the doors in the puzzle, which may or may not convey 
directional information to the player. There is an opening door sound cue to indicate the 
opening of door action and similarly, there also exists a closing door sound cue to indicate the 
closing of door action. The door sounds are deliberately chosen to be creaky, thereby, adding 
to the eeriness of the atmosphere. There are two door sounds for each door, therefore, there are 
total twelve door sounds in the puzzle environment. Door sound attenuation asset represented 
the attenuation properties for all the doors in the environment. 
 
2. In-place trigger 
In-place triggers activate the sound cue at the players 
location when the player overlaps the location within the 
radius of the trigger. These sound cues may or may not be 
spatialized and attenuated. The in-place triggers are 
intended to evoke fear in the player in form of a jump scare. 
There exist a total of three in-place triggers in the puzzle 
environment. Trigger sound attenuation asset represented 
the attenuation properties for all the in-place triggers. 
 






3. Far-place trigger 
Far-place triggers activate the sound cue at a distant 
location when the player overlaps the location within 
the radius of the trigger. These sound cues may or may 
not be spatialized and attenuated. Along with 
complementing the genre of the environment, the far-
place triggers are intended to influence the player’s 
direction by capturing the attention of the player 
towards the direction of the next room. There exist a 
total of four far-place triggers in the environment.  





Most of the triggers were set to repeat only once, except one far-place trigger that was required 
to repeatedly hint towards the direction nearby room, therefore, it was set to repeat six times. 
The reason for the singular recurrence of the trigger, was the directional misperception the 
sound cue may have caused if encountered multiple times.  
 
Lastly, there is an ambient music playing uniformly in the entire game combined with a 
periodical rumbling thunder. This combination of sound cues is intended to suggest the sinister 
atmosphere of the puzzle.  
 
Figure 12: Far-place trigger  






5.4.4 Room Design Modifications 
The study required emphasis on sound, therefore, the redundant interactivities and sounds in 
every room were methodically eliminated and other focal reformations performed were 
addition of new sounds along with enhancing the existing sound cues in the environment. 
 
Library  
The MotionControllerPawn was placed in the Library, thereby making the Library the 
introductory room of the puzzle. The location of the switch was shifted on the opposite wall to 
the player start pawn, in order to improve the visibility of the switch. Additionally, an in-place 
trigger, a trigger sphere, was added before the entrance of the door which activates a rattling 
sound cue at the player’s location on overlapping with the player. The rattling sound cue 
intended to suggest a dilapidated and spooky atmosphere, thereby evoking a sense of fear and 




Figure 14: Library Room Starting Point 






Porcelain Jar Passageway 
The passageway beyond the library door was modified to include a far-place trigger, a trigger 
box that activates a rumbling noise in the Dining room, to suggest the player a movement in 
the dining room area. Furthermore, two far-place trigger boxes were placed in succession, at 
the junction of the dining room hallway and the Porcelain jar passageway, that activated a 
knocking sound in the Tiger skin room adjacent to the dining room hallway. These trigger 











Figure 16: Porcelain Jar Passageway. The Small room door is visible on the left.  
Figure 17: Right side of the Porcelain Jar Passageway.  
Figure 18: Left side of the Porcelain Jar Passageway. Far-place trigger is selected. Two additional Far-place 







In the middle of the 
dining room, a far-place 
trigger box was placed 
that activated a footstep 
sound cue in the adjacent 
Parlor room, insinuating 
an evidence of someone 
walking in that area 
thereby stimulating the 
players interest towards 
finding the clue in that 
direction.  An in-place 
trigger box was placed at 
the entrance of the Parlor 
room, that activates a 
book flip sound cue, 
strategically placed near 
an open book on the 
dining table, thereby 
suggesting the 













Figure 19: Dining Room Hallway. Entrance to Tiger Skin room visible on right. One of the 
Parlor Room doors visible straight ahead.   
Figure 20: Dining Room. Far-place trigger in the middle of the room is highlighted in green.  







Point lights were placed above the switches in order to make the switches more visible to the 
player. A while colored Point Light was placed above the switch behind the Parlor door, that 
opens the door to the small room, and a red colored Point Light was  placed above the switch 
that closes the Parlor door. An in-place trigger was placed near the entrance of the second door 
of the Parlor room that opened up to the Dining Room hallway. The in-place trigger sphere, 
activated a heavy pounding sound cue at the player’s location. This sound cue intended to 






Figure 22: Parlor Room. The white bulb on the right is the visual cue for finding the switch hidden behind the door.  








The lighting in the small room, down the dining room hallway, was fairly illuminated in order 















Figure 24: Small Room.  







The lighting, was fairly illuminated in order to make the room noticeable to the player. 
Formerly, a pre-existing trigger box in the room activated an animation sequence of automatic 
closing of the door. A new addition included ending the sequence with the triggering of a piano 





   
 
Figure 26: Tiger Skin Room 
Figure 27: Tiger Skin Room. In-place trigger that starts the door sequence and activates the piano in the music room is highlighted in 







A permanently spatialized and attenuated piano sound cue was placed in the middle of the 
Music room emphasizing stronger presence of the piano in the room and signifying the end of 








Figure 28: Music Room Entrance in Small Room 






6. Experiment  
 
The user-study was conducted with 36 participants wherein equal number of participants were 
assigned a single soundscape model or test case. The user-study was conducted individually, 
starting with filling out a pre-experiment questionnaire, participating in an introductory test 
environment, participating in the Virtual Reality puzzle and then filling out the post-experiment 
questionnaire. A general feedback was retrieved from the participant at the end of the study. 
The approximate time to finish the experiment including filling out the questionnaires was 
estimated to be around 30-45 minutes.  
 
The participants were allotted the first few minutes to understand the test experiment setup and 
switch to the actual timed experiment once they are comfortable with the same. In order to 
maintain standardization in measuring performance, 15 minutes was allotted to each participant 
to solve the task and the experiment was stopped after the time was elapsed regardless of the 
result. Additionally, all the participants were asked to participate in a common test environment 
to understand the logistics of interaction and exploration in a virtual environment. The built-in 
MotionControllerMap of the Virtual Reality template was used as the test environment. The 
main measures in this experiment is the time to solve the puzzle and the subjective experience 
measured by the 24 questions in the post-experiment questionnaire.  
 
Since the results of our work are based on the subjective and objective experience of human 
subjects with the evaluation model, we required an approval from the Institutional Review 
Board to continue with conducting the user-study on the participants which was processed and 
accepted.  
 
6.1 Test Cases 
Since efficiency of spatial sound was being evaluated along with deliberating on the possibility 
of the designer having a choice of soundscape, multiple test cases were introduced in order to 
compare and evaluate the efficiency of each. For this study, three evaluation models of 
Charlotte were developed, that differ from each other only with respect to the soundscape in 
the game environment. Conforming to the original manner of guiding the user towards the key 






information to the user to solve the task. Following are the two different soundscapes attributed 
for each model, with the last model having a soundscape combining ambient and spatial sound.  
 
Ambient sound 
Ambient or 2D or Mono sound is a widely used single- channel audio format that does not 
convey any directional information to the user. The audio is uniform in both the left and right 
earbuds [13].  
 
Spatial sound 
Spatial sound or 3D sound format is responsive to our visual field and sound can be localized 
in all the directions to provide directional information of the object. 
 
6.1.1 Spatial Sound Test Case 
In the spatial sound test case, all the door sounds, in-place triggers and far-place triggers were 
rendered spatial and were also attenuated. This test case was introduced to understand the 
impact of a completely spatialized soundscape on the experience and performance of the player 
in a virtual environment. The spatial sound test case serves as a validation to the main 
hypotheses of this study.   
 
Before implementing the spatial sound test case design, a pilot test was run to identify the 
values of the properties in the sound attenuation asset. Each sound category had a common 
sound attenuation asset. In the sound attenuation asset file, the first property to enable was 
attenuation and spatialize, in order to make every sound cue associated with this asset, 
spatialized and attenuated. It was important to set the minimum radius and maximum radius 
that attenuates the sound relative to the location within this radii. Considering the approximate 
distance between every door and its corresponding switches, the maximum radius was 
increased just enough to be able to able to locate the door at a distance. Logarithmic attenuation 
was selected as the distance algorithm, wherein the volume logarithmically decreases with 
increasing distance. As per the Unreal documentation, logarithmic attenuation is especially 
suited to objects that need exact 3D positionalization. Therefore, considering the emphasis on 
the door sounds, logarithmic attenuation distance algorithm was chosen. Additionally, since 
the doors were located in different geometric settings, sphere attenuation shape was chosen, 






Since all the doors have directional information associated with each, it is assumed that the 
player will be able to locate the door sooner. Additionally, the in-place triggers, will seem more 
realistic due to the spatial and attenuation property, thereby adding to the immersion quotient. 
Lastly, the far-place triggers will be able to direct the player to the event location in the game, 
thus acting as a guiding agent. Overall, this test case hypothetically proposes an idyllic sound 
model.  
 
6.1.2 Ambient Sound Test Case 
In the ambient sound test case, all the door sounds, in-place triggers and far-place triggers were 
rendered ambient and non-attenuated. This test case is introduced to act as a disparity measure 
with respect to the spatial sound test case.  
 
The corresponding sound attenuation asset for each of the sound categories was altered to make 
the sounds ambient. The spatialize and attenuation checkboxes were unchecked in order to 
disable the spatialization and attenuation property of the sound cue.  
 
Due to the 2D nature of the audio, it would result in none of the sounds in the environment to 
have any directional information. The door sounds would indicate a door opening but would 
not hint at the precise location of the door, thereby confusing the player and delaying the time 
to precisely locate the door. The in-place trigger sounds would seem omnipresent, thereby 
hampering the realism of the same and ultimately not contribute to the immersion quotient. 
The purpose of the far-place trigger is annulled since the sounds will not hint towards any 
particular direction and would blend in with the in-place triggers. Overall, this test case 
hypothetically proposes a failure sound model.  
 
6.1.3 Mixed Sound Test Case   
In the mixes sound test case, all the door sounds, in-place triggers and far-place triggers were 
moderated after careful evaluation of how each sound category would potentially impact the 
gameplay.  
 
Considering the spatial locations of the doors with respect to the switches, alternate doors were 






All the in-place triggers were rendered ambient, since they did not play the primary role of a  
guiding agent in the game. Additionally, it seemed thought-provoking to see if the in-place 
triggers were successful in evoking the emotion of the game environment. If true, it would 
eliminate the requirement of a completely spatialized environment for such sounds, thereby 
giving the designer a choice and also making the eventual audio model computationally less 
expensive. The main purpose of the far-place triggers is to influence the direction of the player, 
therefore, all the far-place triggers were rendered spatial as is.  
 
It seemed interesting to understand the effect of mixed nature of the door sounds on the player’s 
experience. Additionally, since the primary purpose of both the trigger categories was satisfied, 
Door Room in which 
door is located 
Sound 
Cue 
Reason for nature of sound cue 
1 Library Ambient It seemed relatively easy to locate the door from the player 
start location without being guided by the sound. 
2 Dining Room Spatial The distance between the corresponding switch and the door 
was significant, therefore, it seemed necessary to have a 
guiding sound source to move towards the door. 
3 Parlor Room Ambient The room space was limited and the door was easily visible 
at every location in the room, thereby eliminating the 
requirement of a guiding sound source. 
4 Small Room Spatial The distance between the corresponding switch and the door 
was significant, therefore, it seemed necessary to have a 
guiding sound source to move towards the door. 
5 Tiger-Skin 
Room 
Ambient The room was just adjacent to the room in which the switch 
was located. Additionally, the room was located diagonally 
with respect to the switch, thereby resulting in an 
insignificant difference between ambient and spatial sound 
effect. 
6 Music Rom Spatial The room was located inside the small room, an idea which 
is usually difficult to perceive, therefore, it seemed 
important to have a guiding sound source to reach the 
destination.  






it was assumed that overall, this would hypothetically not only be a well-structured sound 
model in terms of experience, but also reduce competition for resource allocation at run time. 
 
6.2 Questionnaires  
The experiment setup included user study surveys in which a post-experiment subjective 
questionnaire was developed for measuring the soundscape’s usefulness, contribution to 
immersion and narrative potential. Additionally, a pre-experiment questionnaire was 
developed to understand the familiarity of the user-study participant with Virtual Reality and 
its applications. Time to solve the puzzle was recorded as an objective measure of immersion.  
 
The pre-experiment questionnaire was regarded essential in the user-study for a well-rounded 
analysis the participant’s responses to the post-experiment questionnaire. 14 questions will be 
created with 5 questions on the background of the participant, 4 questions on the participant’s 
knowledge and opinion regarding Virtual Reality games and the remaining 5 questions on the 
participant’s knowledge and opinion regarding Virtual Reality films.  
 
The post-experiment questionnaire was provided to the participant after performing the 
experimental activity. This questionnaire with a total of 24 questions include multiple questions 
measuring aspects of immersion. The first 3 questions measure the engagement of the user with 
the virtual environment which is aimed at knowing if the user could complete the task and if 
the user was comfortable with the virtual environment. The next 6 questions measure the 
engrossment of the user which is aimed at understanding if the audio in the environment was 
successful to grab the user’s attention and evoke the theme of the game. The next 7 questions 
measure the user’s participation and are designed to understand if the sound-cues could 
successfully guide the user to construct the narrative and progress through the game.  The next 
8 questions are designed to measure the contribution of the sound cues to improve the 
immersive quotient of the environment.   
 
In both the questionnaires consisting of total 38 questions, most of the questions include asking 
participants how far they agreed to a statement on a scale of 1 to 5 wherein 1 is strongly disagree 
and 5 is strongly agree. Other questions include multiple alternatives with both single choice 







Slater [14] stated that questionnaire measures can be problematic because they rely on a 
participant’s subjective opinion, therefore to solve this problem, objective measures need to be 
considered to corroborate with the subjective measures. Objective measures do not require any 
conscious deliberation, unlike the subjective measures [15]. Therefore, in order to achieve 
standardized results for our experiment, time to solve the task was used as a quantifying 
measure of the user’s subjective experience with the task. 
 
6.3 Participant Design  
In this study we are comparing the efficiency of three different soundscapes of a single virtual 
environment. The independent variable in the study is the soundscape and the dependent 
variable is performance and experience. The dependent variable is assumed to vary with the 
independent variable. Between-groups study design was used in this user study to test the three 
soundscape models, wherein each group is subjected to a single soundscape model. The 
primary reason behind choosing the between-group participant design was the task oriented 
nature of the experiment. The within-groups study design involves subjecting the participant 
through all three evaluation models, however, this would have given away the puzzle clues at 
the end of the first soundscape model, ultimately biasing the performance and most probably 
the experience of the player too. Additionally, this study involves a large sample size, therefore, 
since, randomization of the soundscape models would have become difficult, a between-group 
study design was preferred [41].  
 
7. Data Extraction 
 
A total of 36 participants participated in the study, wherein every soundscape model was 
subjected to 11 participants each. One of the remaining three participants was subjected to a 
no-sound environment, the observations of which will be discussed in detail in the Discussions 
section. The results of the other two participants were discarded due to incomplete experiment 
result. There are three data sets of information wherein each dataset corresponds to the 
objective and subjective results of a group of 11 participants assigned to a single evaluation 
soundscape. The pre-experiment questionnaire collected data on the familiarity of the 
participant with Virtual Reality. If a participant is familiar with Virtual Reality, his responses 
were assumed to be more conceptually accurate, however, if a participant is not very familiar 






experiment questionnaire is used to establish reliable results inferred from the responses of the 
participant. The post experiment questionnaire is the main evaluation dataset which is 
corroborated with objective measures to get standardized results. For each dataset 
corresponding to a single evaluation model, the questionnaire responses were visualized and 
extracted in tabular form. 
 
7.1 Performance Data 
To evaluate the performance data, the objective measure, time to task was considered. The time 
to task was measured by a clock on a mobile device and the times were noted in minutes: 
seconds (mm:ss) format. The timer was started when the player begins the puzzle and the timer 
was stopped when the player entered the final music room.  
 
The independent variable were the test cases and the dependent variable was the performance. 
It is assumed that each test case would yield a significantly different time to finish the task 
result. The dependent variable is continuous [40]. The initial statistical test included calculating 
the arithmetic mean time for solving the task in each condition. According to [39], the time 
task data is heavily positively skewed due to the presence of outlier failure time data, therefore 
geometric mean was calculated since the sample size was less than 25. Lastly, to get a more 
robust result, ANOVA test was be applied [43]. Because a between-group participant design 
is being used for our study, one way ANOVA statistical test can be applied to understand if 
there is any significant difference between the means of the three independent soundscape 
models (or) sound conditions [38]. 
 
7.2 Experience Data 
Experience is a dependent variable which is assumed to vary with every independent sound 
condition. Subjective measures represented the experience data. The experience data was 
extracted from the questionnaire, therefore, since the questions comprised of Categorial 
questions, Likert scale questions and Descriptive questions, both qualitative and quantitative 
analysis was done on the data [47].  
 
7.2.1 Quantitative Analysis  
Likert Scale Data 






assume it as ordinal variable. Therefore, since the sample size was low and normality was 




For analyzing categorial data, the statistical median and mode is calculated.  
 
7.2.2 Qualitative Analysis 
Descriptive Data 
For the descriptive data, the statements are observed to understand the recurrence of similar 
themes and frequency of responses are analyzed to come to a conclusion.  
 
7.2.3 Understanding Experience Parameters 
In [33], the authors divide immersion in three distinct levels, engagement, engrossment and 
total immersion. Our study evaluates the experience in terms of the three levels of immersion 
as defined in [33]. Additionally, along the lines of our understanding of the definitions, we also 
introduce, “participation” as an intermediate level that contributes to total immersion.  
 
Engagement 
Engagement measures the player’s comfort with the virtual environment [33]. To engage with 
the game, the player must be able to understand the concept of the game, become aware of the 
environment and establish comfort with the controls that are used to explore and interact with 
the environment. If the player is not successful in establishing this comfort level, it is assumed 
that it may be difficult for the player to further immerse in the environment, thereby defying 
the ultimate goal. If the movement around the environment is smooth, the user is likely to focus 
on the details of the environment. Therefore, it was important to first measure the level of 
engagement of the player with the environment. 
 
Engrossment 
Engrossment measures the emotional impact of the gameplay elements on the player [33]. Once 
the player is accustomed to the environment i.e. engaged with the environment, the emotion of 
the player is assumed to be impacted directly by the elements in the virtual environment. In 
this study, the questions measure how the audio in the environment achieved to capture the 







Participation measures the capability of the audio to construct the narrative and progress in the 
game. Once the player is engrossed in the game, it is important to identify if the gameplay 
elements help him decode the action events and move forward in the story by ultimately 
arriving at the final event. The questions in the study measure how audio influenced the 
participation of the player in the game.  
 
Immersion 
Immersion measures the level of detachment of the player from reality due to the influence of 
the gameplay elements [33]. Once the player has full participated in the game, we measure if 
the player has achieved complete immersion i.e. if he has fully accepted the virtual environment 
he is in. In this study we measure how audio helped the player achieve complete immersion.  
 
7.3 Storytelling Data 
This study provides an explanation for potential of sound as a storytelling tool at a ground 
level. For this study, the story element is fragmented into two fundamental aspects. The first 
one being narration and the second one being emotion. The narration in Charlotte, is the 
predominant use of sound cues to solve the puzzle and reach the final music room.  The emotion 
of Charlotte is, impact of sound cues embedded in the virtual environment to evoke a sense of 
fear and horror in the mind of the player. Therefore, if the sound cues in the game were 
successful in establishing the narrative and evoking sense of fear, the sound was expected to 
have a powerful storytelling potential. The storytelling data was extracted from both the 






As mentioned, time to solve the task represented the performance of the player. Therefore, tests 
were performed on the time to solve the task data. For analysis purpose, the time was converted 








HP :  Spatial sound helps the user in solving the task faster. 
 
Initial statistical testing included calculating the mean or average time taken to solve the task. 
The result was then plotted with X axis representing the time in seconds and Y axis representing 
the three independent variables. The results indicate that, the mean time taken to solve the 
puzzle by the participants in spatial audio test condition was greater than the mean time taken 
to solve the puzzle in the mixed and ambient audio test condition. The mean time to solve the 
puzzle was least for participants in the ambient sound test condition. Therefore, this result fails 
to accept the performance hypothesis, HP, of this study.  
 
 
Since the failure times were also considered in the dataset and sample size is less [50], 
geometric mean of the samples was calculated. The geometric mean yielded similar results as 
the arithmetic mean results. The geometric means are tabulated in the following table. The 
geometric mean is lower than the arithmetic mean meaning that the data is positively skewed 
[49].   
 
One way analysis of variance, ANOVA, is a statistical test used to identify if there is any 





Spatial	Audio	 609 591 
Ambient	Audio	 565 525 
Mixed	Audio	 588 559 
Figure 30: Average Time to solve task. X axis represents time in seconds. Y axis represents independent variable 






variables are the sound conditions and the dependent variable is the time to solve the task which 
is continuous. The null hypothesis for performance evaluation is that there is no difference 
between the means of the three sound conditions i.e. all three means are the same. The alternate 
hypothesis for performance is that there is a significant difference between the means of the 
three conditions. If the calculated value of F is less than the critical value of F, the result fails 
to reject the null hypothesis.  
H0: µ0 = µ1 = µ2 
Ha: µ0 ¹ µ1 ¹ µ2 
 
As seen in the result, the calculated value of F is significantly lesser than the critical value of 
F. Therefore, this result fails to reject the null hypothesis, H0, thereby proving that the means 
of all three sound conditions do not statistically differ from each other.  
 
Therefore, this result ultimately fails to validate the performance hypothesis, HP, of this 
study. The analysis for this failure is discussed in detail in the Discussions section. 
 
8.2 Experience 
As previously mentioned, subjective data from the questionnaire was subjected to statistical 
tests to derive the results for understanding the impact of audio on the experience of the player. 




      
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
  
Mixed 11 6468 588 39463.6 
  
Ambient  11 6224 565.8181818 51284.56364 
  
Spatial 11 6705 609.5454545 27319.27273 
  
       
ANOVA 
      
Source of 
Variation 
SS df MS F P-value F critical 
Between 
Groups 
10517.15152 2 5258.575758 0.133616243 0.875443518 3.315829501 
Within 
Groups 
1180674.364 30 39355.81212 
   
       
Total 1191191.515 32 
    
Table 3: One way ANOVA for testing significant difference in Performance data among three independent variables. F < Fcritical proves no 






HE: Spatial sound helps to achieve total immersion and provides the best  experience to 
the player.  
 
The data measuring Experience was both categorical and ordinal, therefore, due to the ordinal 
and categorical values, initial statistical testing involved calculating the median and mode value 
for all the Categorical and Likert Scale question.  
 
Further statistical analysis was applied by running the Mann Whitney U test or the Wilcoxon 
Rank Sum Test. For robust analysis, the Mann Whitney U test (or) the Wilcoxon Rank Sum 
Test was used to compare one sound condition with another, by evaluating the corresponding 
Likert data in both the test cases. A total of three test case combinations were compared against 
each other.  
      V/S 
Spatial Audio Ambient Audio 
Ambient Audio Mixed Audio 
Spatial Audio Mixed Audio 
 
The null hypothesis for this test is that there is no statistical significant difference between the 
median values, µ, of both the sound conditions. The alternate hypothesis for this test is that 
there is a statistical significant difference between the median values of both the conditions. 
We reject the null hypothesis if UQ(n) <= Ucritical 
H0: µ0 = µ1   







On analyzing the frequency of the categorical responses, as tabulated in Table 5, the ratio of 
people who could solve the task and otherwise, is equal in the ambient and mixed sound test 
	 Could	solve	the	Task	 Could	not	solve	the	Task	
Spatial	Sound	 9 2 
Ambient	Sound	 10 1 
Mixed	Sound	 10 1 
Table 4: Test Case Combinations 






cases. The median and mode values for identifying if the player could smoothly navigate the 
environment, revealed that the movement was equally smooth and responsive in all the test 
conditions. Overall, the results indicate that the participants were significantly engaged with 




Both spatial and mixed sound test cases had higher median and mode values for the question 
that identified involvement of the participants with the visual and audio elements of the game 
and conveying the genre of the game. As seen in Table 7, surprisingly, spatial audio test case 
had low median and mode value for question that assessed the level of fear amongst the 
participants. The mixed and ambient audio had higher mode values for the same. All the 
participants had equivalent median and mode values for the question on audio being in  
synchrony with the visuals in the environment irrespective of the sound condition. 
 
UQ1 = I could understand the genre of the game? 
UQ2 = The audio in the game conveyed the emotion of the environment? 
UQ3 = I was involved with the visual and audio elements of the game? 
UQ4 = I could feel the different emotions in the virtual environment – Fear? 
UQ5 = The audio was in synchrony with the visuals in the environment? 
a = 0.05  Ucritical at p < 0.05 = 30 
	 Median	 Mode	
Spatial	Sound	 4 4 
Ambient	Sound	 4 5 
Mixed	Sound	 5 5 
	 Median	 Mode	
Spatial	Sound	 5 5 
Ambient	Sound	 5 5 
Mixed	Sound	 5 5 
S1 S2 UQ1 UQ2 UQ3 UQ4 UQ5 

























Table 6: Q: The audio was in synchrony with the visuals in the 
environment. 5-point Likert Scale data where 1 is Strongly 
Disagree and 5 Strongly Agree 
Table 7: Q: I could feel the different emotions in the environment- 








The Mann Whitney U test values indicate that there is significant difference between the 
responses of the participants subjected to spatial and ambient sound test case for Q3 and 
responses of the participants subjected to ambient and mixed sound test case for Q1.  
 
  8.2.3 Participation 
   
  
There is no significant difference between the median and mode responses for all three test 
cases for knowing if the environment conveyed adequate information to complete the task. As 
seen in Table 9, ambient sound test case had lower median and mode values with respect to the 
spatial and mixed sound test case in understanding the location of the sound in the environment. 
The result tabulated in Table 10 depicts that larger frequency of participant responses were in 
favor of knowing the location of the door in the spatial audio test case. Conversely, all but one 
participant could not identify the location of the door based on the sound in the ambient sound 
test case. The mixed sound test case received varied responses. As seen in Table 11, 
participants  had higher median and mode values in the spatial and mixed sound test case for 
the question that asked the use of audio in faster solving of the puzzle. However, the median 
and mode values were lower for the same in the ambient sound test case. The participants 














Spatial	Sound	 11 0 
Ambient	Sound	 1 10 
Mixed	Sound	 8 3 
	 Median	 Mode	
Spatial	Sound	 4 4 
Ambient	Sound	 2 2 
Mixed	Sound	 4 5 
	 Median	 Mode	
Spatial	Sound	 5 5 
Ambient	Sound	 3 2 
Mixed	Sound	 5 5 
	 Median	 Mode	
Spatial	Sound	 3 1 
Ambient	Sound	 4 4 
Mixed	Sound	 3 3 
Table 9: Q: I could correctly find where the sound was coming 
from in the environment. 5-point Likert Scale data where 1 is 
Strongly Disagree and 5 Strongly Agree 
Table 10: Q: I could tell where the door was based on sound.  
Table 11: Q: The audio helped in solving the puzzle faster? 5-point 
Likert Scale data where 1 is Strongly Disagree and 5 Strongly Agree 
Table 12: Q: Did the visuals convey more information in solving the 
task than the sounds? 5-point Likert Scale data where 1 is Strongly 
Disagree and 5 Strongly Agree 






subjected to the ambient test case had higher median and mode responses for question on 
favoring the use of visuals to solve the puzzle, as see in Table 12, while the participants in the 
spatial sound test case had lower median and mode values for the same and the participants in 
the mixed sound test case have an average median and mode response for the same.  
 
UQ1 = The environment conveyed me the information I needed to complete the task? 
UQ2 = I could correctly find where the sound was coming from in the environment? 
UQ4 = The audio helped in solving the puzzle faster? 
UQ6 = Did the visuals convey more information in solving the task than the sounds? 
a = 0.05  Ucritical at p < 0.05 = 30 
 
Corresponding significant difference was found between the spatial and ambient sound test 




S1 S2 UQ1 UQ2 UQ4 UQ6 



























Spatial	Sound	 4 4 
Ambient	Sound	 3 3 
Mixed	Sound	 5 5 
	 Median	 Mode	
Spatial	Sound	 5 5 
Ambient	Sound	 3 4 
Mixed	Sound	 5 5 
Table 13: Mann Whitney U test (or) Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test Results for Participation Data 
Table 14: Q: Were you able to progress through the story with the 
help of these sounds? 5-point Likert Scale data where 1 is Strongly 
Disagree and 5 Strongly Agree 
Table 15: Q: Did it matter if you could solve the puzzle or not? 5-








As seen in Table 14, higher median and 
mode values were observed for spatial 
and mixed sound test cases for the 
question that asked if the sound helped 
them progress in the story. However, 
lower median and mode values were 
observed for the same. There is no 
significant difference between median 
and mode values for presence 
irrespective of the sound condition. As 
seen in Table 15, the median and mode responses for the stimulus to solve the puzzle varied 
with the sound condition. They were highest for spatial and reduced with mixed and ambient 
sound test case. Fig. 31 indicates that all participant responses agreed that they were part of the 
environment in the spatial audio test case but the response frequency differed for mixed and 
ambient.  
 
UQ1 = Did the sound make you feel more immersed or present in the environment? 
UQ2 = Were you able to progress in the story with the help of these sounds? 
UQ3 = To what extent did you feel present in the game? 
UQ4 = Did it matter if you could solve the puzzle or not? 
UQ5 = Did you feel you were losing track of time? 
UQ7 = Rate the difficulty of the puzzle? 
UQ8 = How much did you enjoy the task? 
 
a = 0.05  Ucritical at p < 0.05 = 30 
S1 S2 UQ1 UQ2 UQ3 UQ4 UQ5 UQ7 UQ8 




























































Figure 31: Bar Graph depicting participant responses for Q: Did you feel 
you were a part of the environment? 






There is a significant difference between spatial and ambient test case for Q1 and Q2. 
Equivalently, ambient and mixed sound test case values differ for Q1 as well.  
 
There is no significant difference between the values of spatial and mixed sound test case, 
although, spatial audio ranks slightly ahead of mixed audio in certain disciplines. All the 
participants are equally Engaged with the environment irrespective of the sound condition. 
There are slight differences between the Engrossment values, however, consistently, spatial 
and mixed have no significant differences. The same applies to the Participation values, where 
in there is a significant difference between spatial audio and ambient audio, and mixed audio 
and ambient audio, but no significant difference between spatial audio and mixed sound test 
case. The Immersion values follow the same trend. To conclude, there is an evidence that 
spatial and mixed sound test case performed significantly better than ambient test case. 
However the same cannot be said between spatial and mixed sound test case. Although the 
judgement tilts more on spatial sound test case performing the best, there is no statistical 
evidence to prove the same.  
 
Therefore, we conclude by saying that both spatial and mixed sound test case helped to 
achieve total immersion and provided the best experience. Further details on the likelihood 
of this conclusion is discussed in the Discussions section.  
 
8.3 Storytelling  
Some questions from the questionnaire were tactically chosen to identify the storytelling 
potential of the sound cue. From the results of the performance data and the engagement 
measures, it can be concluded that most of the participants were able to solve the task. All the 
participants in spatial sound test case could identify the location of the door based on the sound. 
The participants also strongly agree that the spatial audio helped them solve the puzzle faster. 
Most importantly, the participants agreed that in contrast to the visuals, spatial audio conveyed 
them the information to solve the task. Lastly, the participants strongly agreed to being able to 
progress in the game with the help of spatial audio cues. Therefore, combining all the 
observations, we can establish that spatial audio certainly helped the participants to construct 
the narrative in the environment. The participants strongly agreed that the spatial sound cues 
helped them understand the genre of the game and also conveyed the emotion of the 






not as impactful as expected. Therefore, we can elucidate that spatial audio cues did help to 
convey the emotion of the environment to the participant.   
 
To conclude, since spatial audio was successful in constructing the narrative and evoking 





This study is exploratory and aims to understand the effect of spatial audio in influencing 
performance and experience and as a storytelling tool in virtual environments. The mixed audio 
test was designed strategically, therefore, for this study both spatial and mixed could be 
considered as test environments and ambient as control environment.  
 
Finding 1: The findings of this study do not statistically prove that spatial audio helped to 
improve the performance of the player in the virtual environment. Moreover, the ambient 
sound test case time, averaged to least time taken to solve the puzzle and the mixed sound 
test case mean time lay between the ambient and spatial sound test cases.  
In our opinion the cause of this major discrepancy could be that, in an absence of a directional 
sound, the player tends to quickly learn the spatial mapping of the environment, whereas, for 
the cases of spatial and mixed audio, the player is most likely to follow the direction of the 
sound thereby overlooking the spatial mapping of the environment. Additionally, in this 
scenario, due to a less pronounced impact of the spatial audio as indicated in the experience 
results, the player may have ended up getting lost in the game without proper spatial map 
information and audio guidance. Therefore, participants may have performed better in the 
ambient sound case because they may have developed a better spatial understanding of the 
environment, as suggested in the feedback given by majority of the participants in the ambient 
sound test case. Additionally, due to the presence of both spatial and ambient audio in the 
mixed sound test case, it is unclear whether the participants were following the sound or 
learning the spatial map, therefore, the average time taken to solve the puzzle lay between the 
average time taken for the ambient audio and spatial audio test cases.  
 






headphones while solving the puzzle. We assumed he will not be able to solve the puzzle within 
the stipulated time, however, the participant solved the puzzle in the average time. This gave 
us a strong evidence that in the absence of sound, the participant relied on the memory map of 
the environment to solve the puzzle. In this scenario, due to the area and structural limitations, 
it was relatively easy to memorize the spatial map of the environment. This may not have 
played such a significant role if the environment was larger and relatively more intricate. This 
served as a conclusive evidence that the memory of the spatial map in the absence of an 
persuasive sound helped the participants in solving the puzzle faster.  
 
Finding 2: No significant performance time differences between the three test conditions 
An explanation for not having significant performance time differences between the three 
conditions could be the genre and nature of the game itself. Many participants mentioned that 
the fear level was too high to follow the sounds in the game. Some participants stated that they 
were too focused on the task to notice the sounds. Therefore, any of the above factors could 
have contributed to the failure of the performance hypothesis. Additionally, this could also 
have been the reason as to why mixed and spatial audio test case performed on par. Another 
explanation to failure of performance hypothesis could be that, in all three test cases most of 
the participants had experienced Virtual Reality few time earlier, while some had either 
experienced it regularly, once, or never prior to the experience, therefore, the participants with 
lack of knowledge on Virtual Reality could not solve the puzzle in time, especially in the case 
of spatial audio test case. All most all the participants were familiar with Virtual Reality in the 
ambient test case, which could explain why the time taken to solve the puzzle was less. 
Moreover, relatively large portion of participants in mixed and ambient sound test case had 
played Virtual Reality games prior to this study. Therefore, due to the presence of both 
inconsistent and outlier data, the performance times could have been affected significantly.  
 
 










Spatial	Audio	 609 545 538 
Ambient	Audio	 565 532 497 
Mixed	Audio	 588 556 533 






the genre to the player, due to the presence of stereotypical horror sounds in the background, 
however, it was unanticipated that spatial sound will not evoke as much fear as the ambient 
and mixed sound test case.  
This could be because, as observed from the feedback of the participants, ambient sound 
triggers and in-place triggers in mixed sound test case, were startling due to their intensity and 
absence of direction, thereby triggering the fear of unknown.  
 
Finding 4: Most of the participants in all the test cases agreed that the audio was in 
synchrony with the visuals. This was an unexpected result for ambient.  
However, this deviation in result could be due to the misinterpretation of the question. 
Observed from the feedback given by the participants for ambient test case, it is revealed that 
although they did not know the location of the sound, they surely knew a door opened 
somewhere. By validating the sound with the visual of the door, they may have assumed that 
the sound and visual were in synchrony.   
 
Finding 5: One of our assumptions was that the combination of sounds in the mixed audio 
test case could potentially confuse the participants, however, the results do not indicate that 
the soundscape was confusing.  
Because the design of this test case was deliberately planned, we can say that the design was 
indeed optimal and useful despite the presence of both ambient and spatial audio in the 
environment. There was no difference between the ratings on the difficulty of the puzzle 
irrespective of the sound conditions. We assume that the same factors that resulted in the failure 
of the performance hypothesis played a key role here as well.  
 
Overall, due to the thoughtful design of mixed sound test case, it was expected that it would 
perform on par with spatial or slightly less than spatial audio test case. The equivalent 
performance of both indicates that, the sound in the environment can be optimized by rendering 
some parts as ambient and remaining as spatial, thereby making the environment relatively 
computationally inexpensive. Therefore, sonic realism although desired, can be compensated 
for by appropriately designing the sound cues. The parts of the game that are easily visible to 
the naked eye, for instance in this study, doors at relatively less distance and with better 
visibility can have an ambient door sound. Additionally, there were mixed opinions on how 
the sound triggers must be designed. Some participants mentioned that if the sound has no 






that if the same sounds were spatialized rather than being at a consistent intensity, the realism 
would catalyze the fear factor. Some also mentioned that had the sounds been spatialized, it 
could have created a space for suspense and they would have gone looking for it, therefore, if 
there is an action event associated with that sound, then they should render it as spatial. 
However, majority of the responses tilted towards rendering the in-place triggers as ambient, 
thereby defining it as a “jarring” and “startling”.  
 
Finding 6: Exploration pattern varied with test case  
Some of our observations while running the play test included analyzing the path the way the 
participant explored the environment while solving the puzzle. In the ambient sound test case, 
we assume that on the first non-directional door sound, the participant knew that he had to rely 
on his visuals and memory to locate the door. The sound helped him understand that an event 
has occurred but not where it has occurred. Therefore, the participant was observed to explore 
the environment section by section and memorizing the door location. Since there were 
multiple sound triggers embedded in different parts of the room, the ambient sound test case 
participant was successful in activating almost all the triggers in the environment while he 
explored it. Conversely, in the spatial audio test case, we assume that the first door sound gave 
away the clue to the participant that they had to follow the direction of sound. Therefore, on 
our visual observation, we found that their movement initially was very quick and focused 
towards the sound of the door. We also observed that since the participant did not try to explore 
the environment thoroughly the triggers that were located away from the doors were not 
activated. To investigate this finding further, we plan to analyze the experience video along 
with incorporating a way of calculating the count of the triggers that were activated and 
otherwise in the virtual environment. The activation frequency data of the triggers will be able 
to establish this finding concretely.  
 
Finding 7: Increase in volume leads to loss of attention 
An observation while developing the sound system included loss of attenuation when the 
volume intensity of sound was increased. Initially to lay emphasis on the door sounds, we 
increased the volume of the door sounds significantly, however, on play testing it was observed 
that we could not tell how far or near the door was due to the volume intensity of the door 
sound. The relatively distant door and adjacent door had the same jarring volume intensity. 
Therefore, the volume of the door sounds was kept as low as possible in order to keep the 






Overall, we believe that due to a small sample size and an indistinct impact of spatial audio 
cues, it is difficult to concretely reject the performance hypothesis or accept the null hypothesis. 
Additionally, for this study, although both the spatial and mixed audio test case were successful 
in providing the desired level of immersion, the performance of the mixed sound test case could 
vary with different virtual environments depending on the way the sound cues are designed. 
To conclude, the participants subjected to the spatial and mixed sound test case were strongly 
satisfied with the experience. However, ambient sound test case received ambiguous responses. 
 
9.2 Issues Encountered 
During the development phase of the soundscape design, we encountered certain issues which 
could have potentially affected the study results. The first issue we encountered was 
“flickering” of the virtual environment in Virtual Reality preview mode. This could have 
affected the immersion level of the participants, therefore, on extensive testing with different 
Unreal Engine versions, we chose the 4.16.3 version which did not flicker on preview.   
 
On testing the environment, we figured that the participant was able to teleport to great 
distances causing them to overlook the details in the environment. Additionally, due to the 
limited space of the virtual environment, the teleportation velocity had to be reduced. 
Therefore, we reduced the teleportation velocity to 400. This also reduced the possibility of the 
participants from passing through walls and closed doors.  
 
One of the main crucial problems was passing through walls and closed doors. This issue was 
particularly important to solve, otherwise, it could have technically disrupted the purpose of 
the experiment.  Although we had setup the navigation meshes only to cover the interior of the 
room, the player could still teleport through walls and closed doors. The solution to this was 
setting the collision preset of the door frame to “Block All”, however, the same logic did not 
work for the walls. Therefore, we added Blocking volumes between walls and set the collision 
preset to “Block All”.  Additionally, although the door frames had “Block All” collision preset, 
we could still teleport through some doors for unknown reasons. In this scenario, a dynamic 
blocking volume was added at the door and destroyed at run time when the door is activated 
and the player overlaps with the blocking volume.  
 
From the feedback received from the participants, they mentioned that the visuals were too 






had the environment been more interactive, it could have helped the participants enjoy the task 
better and maybe perform better. However, we argue that since this study is predominantly 
focused on sound, better lighting could have improved the visibility and affected the genre of 
the game, thereby eliminating the focus on the sound. Additionally, interactivity could have 
affected the performance time and it would have become difficult to understand if the time 
taken was longer due to the interactivity or the failure of sound. Lastly, some sound triggers 
did not set off even if the player is overlapping the sphere or box trigger. The failure of one of 
the sound triggers that activate the piano sound cue from the music room was potentially 
dangerous in the mixed and spatial audio test case,  since the purpose of that sound trigger is 
to help the player reach the final destination. The failure of the same might leave the participant 
confused if he has not memorized the visual of the music room door in the small room, which 




In this study, we hypothesized that spatial audio improves performance and experience of the 
player. Additionally spatial audio has the potential to act as a powerful storytelling tool in 
virtual game environments. However, the results indicate that spatial audio did not help to 
improve the performance of the player. As mentioned, this could have been a result of the 
overall failure of the spatial sound cues, thereby, allowing memorization of the spatial map of 
environment to aid in the solving the task. Additionally, the sample size for each test case was 
very less, therefore, the result could have varied for a larger sample size. Nevertheless, spatial 
audio did positively affect the immersion and experience of the player. However, mixed sound 
test case performed almost on par with the spatial audio test case. As stated, the mixed audio 
test case was deliberately designed to provide an optimal yet efficient test case design, 
therefore, this gives rise to the area of designing efficient yet computationally optimal 
soundscapes. We had also hypothesized on the potential of spatial audio as a storytelling tool, 
wherein, the results were indicative of the same. Additionally, we believe that placement and 
timing of the cues play an important role in deriving the desired results. This study considers 
“storytelling” at a very fundamental level, therefore, the same may or may not be applicable to 







11. Future Work 
 
In this study we did not find any conclusive evidence on spatial sound improving the 
performance of the user. Therefore, this needs to be investigated further with a large sample 
size. Prior to the experiment, we read out the script that talks about the objective of the puzzle. 
Instead, the spatiality of the game environment can be put to use for conveying the objective 
intuitively to the player. Furthermore, this study deals with storytelling at a fundamental level, 
therefore, the same can be pursued with a well-planned storyline to see if the similar results are 
obtained from the new environment. Some questions were ambiguous, therefore, conclusive 
data could not be obtained from the same. The questionnaires may have to be improvised to 
collect inferential data. The presence of the blocking volumes near closed doors at times 
hampered the teleportation of the player, therefore, another solution for this problem can be 
devised which is more robust and universal. Lastly, the experience can be recorded for every 
participant, and the videos can be analyzed to identify the trends of environmental exploration. 
This could give a better understanding of whether the participant is relying on the spatial map 
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In the early stages of soundscape design, a pilot test was run to identify the attenuation and 
spatialization properties for the spatial sound test case. An environment with four different 
sound sources placed opposite to each other was designed. Every sound source was spatialized 
and attenuated. Different types of distance algorithms and attenuation shapes were tried and 
tested to see which one performed the best. Additionally, the same sound cues were tested with 
addition of ceiling, addition of walls around the sound sources and addition of both walls and 
ceilings. No significant difference was identified with any of these structural changes. The 
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Pre-experiment Questionnaire Responses  
 
Most of the participants were familiar with the concept of Virtual Reality but were not regular 
users. Majority of the participants had used the Oculus Rift followed by HTC Vive Virtual 
Reality headset. The least used headset is the Magic Leap. Quite a number of participants had 
experienced Virtual Reality before. On visual inspection of the results for all three test cases, 
the participants were not sure if they would prefer Virtual Reality films over Virtual Reality 
games. Various opinions were received on modelling between the visual and audio elements 
in  the game. Following are some of the responses. 
 
“To keep an experience at maximum immersion, the creator should focus most on removing as 
many elements of the game that don't allow the user to have a good understanding of their 
situation, such as misguiding sounds or visuals.” 
 
“the audio should be 3D or spatially designed and the visuals should have as realistic of a 
scale as possible” 
 
“Visuals because we primarily use our eyes” 
 
“I think they should work together to make it immersive, so I guess both” 
 
A vast majority of the participants had already played Virtual Reality games prior to the study. 
Many of the participants had varied responses for what makes a game most immersive. Some 
argue that ease of navigation and interaction makes the game most immersive, while some 
responded with quality of visual graphics and music and sound effects. Almost all participants 
strongly agreed that games convey stories. Most of the participants found the idea of playing 
Quidditch in Virtual Reality fascinating. A vast majority of the participants had not watched a 
Virtual Reality film. Additionally, the participants either had no opinion or were in strong 
support of interactivity in Virtual Reality film. Similarly, the participants agreed that one can 
construct a story with the actions while playing a story based game. Lastly, majority of the 
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Appendix D 
 
Puzzle Video 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TIoFLxcKE5qoG01h7vBti6PxTsEwz2jG/view?usp=sharing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
